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Hello again. This is Lani and I open the Omega
Communications Portal to link with you, calling you
forth to stand alongside me. The You that I refer to, as
well as the person that you are, I in particular link with
you in your higher consciousness and in that aspect of
your light body that we work in as we move in these
inner journeys together. Come with me and feel
yourself being present in the receiving area of the
Station of Light.
This is always an interesting and amazing level and
place to be in. You probably feel that you have already
risen above the planet, you have moved aside from the
physical body, you have let it be at rest and you have
made sure that you will not be disturbed as you
continue this part of the journey with me and with the
Beings in the Station. So, settle yourself here. Perhaps
you feel this is a very personal journey for you – and
that is how it appears to me. It is wonderful to leave
aside the physical happenings on the Earth – at present
there is thunder rolling around the heavens as I record
this, and it is a pleasure to be above all that in the
Station of Light. Here, of course, you are already
waiting and prepared for the information and energy
coming through today. Information and energy which
you can work with in an ongoing way and even if you
come back to this transmission in the weeks or months
ahead, you will still identify something that is
necessary for you to receive. It is all interesting. It all
exists now.

“Beloved, I enter into this space with you, into the
gathering who have come into this space, to
communicate with you and to uphold you in this
frequency, this energy system, within this
dimension. This is Orem addressing you and you
are in my care in this space.
There is an expansion and you may be aware of
many other Beings here with you who are moving
around you, greeting different Beings coming forth
here from Earth and it is a time to be clearly focused
and identified into your higher self energy systems
and into the higher energy systems that you are
raised up into here. Following of course from this,
there are more portals open to you as you shift your
perception and you shift what you identify with.
Therefore, everything that you have experienced to
date here, becomes part of your energy system. We
refer to the adjustments carried out and to
experiences you have received as you have opened
to communicate with the Star Beings and with the
cities of light and also with areas within that which
has been defined to you as Oceania. The definitions
relate to your interpretation as you interpret things
because of your existence in the present civilisation
as it is today. If we were addressing you from
another dimension and planetary system, the words
would be different. The energy systems would be
different and yet it is all part of your evolvement and
your involvement in the consciousness field of you
and what you are engaged into in the Earth
construct.
So, herein we are giving you a greater outline of
your purpose and presenting you into the present
moment of your purpose also identifies areas that
you might perceive as limitations or weaknesses,
areas which we observe need adjusting or
strengthening. This is an ongoing pattern for you. It
does not mean, and the intention is not meant, that
you are lacking and that you are inferior. Our
intention is to enhance everything that you have
become and everything that you are desirous of
becoming. Therefore, this is very important for you
to recognise in yourself and to acknowledge in
yourself that you have evolved to this point of being

open to whatever is presented to you in the present
moment here.
We are able to assist you in the progress and it is
today in this session that you are being drawn into
a space that you can identify as an evolutionary
wheel and this indicates to you a revolving state and
an expanding state, because while we refer to it as
a wheel, it is an expansion like a spiral, where you
come round and you evolve, but you are calibrated
into a higher level each time you receive and
integrate the energy in the transmissions.
Portals open to you, where you can identify yourself
moving into different aspects of creation.
Sometimes you are reunited with groups of Beings
whom you were activate with and cooperating with
in different styles and ways of enfolding and
expanding creation and thus, you see, you are
reminded that you are totally supported. The
interaction and connection with those areas
identified as your Point of Origin remain in your
consciousness field and you are experiencing this
as we deliver this information to you.
Again you will feel, many of you, that you are
moving out away from the concept of civilisation in
the Earth station into a very much wider, perhaps
vibrant, perhaps an expansion of colours that you
are unable to identify in your words – your Earthly
words. There is always much to explore and to
remember, and being reunited into those areas
enlivens areas within your consciousness and your
patterns within your energy body system – that light
energy body system – that previously had not been
activated. This is a way of assisting your expansion.
Being out of Earth construct you are able to access
different depths. You are able to move through
those areas that we defined as different spheres in
the previous transmission and being able to move
through those you have passed through the
spherical balance or resistance or the layers that
you identified that you needed to perhaps
understand so that you could put them aside as
being of no consequence to you, by merely
indicating that you acknowledge that there are
spheres there and that you are able to move
through them and enter into the higher patterns of

existence. What is happening in some of these, and
for all of you who are receiving this transmission is
that the emotional aspects that get retained in the
consciousness layers of your experiences are
identified and you are taking part in this
identification process to discern everything that is
irrelevant to you now. Everything that you have
experienced that is still visible as being able to be
identified in your energy pattern is also able to be
deconstructed or released or cleared from you to
enable you to integrate this higher space that we
have taken you into.
You are experiencing all of this now and you will
experience it even back in your physical body,
where you may feel the framework – the energy
matrix around you – is shifting, is shimmering in
some cases as areas are dissolved, and other areas
come into existence to support you. The new areas
will be resonating with the next layer of creation that
you are moving into. In identifying this other layer,
you are purposefully moving through the opening of
dimensions into that higher state of consciousness.
This is very powerful for you in this moment. It
enables you to present yourself in the location
around you in a different way in a stronger way.
Many of you still exist and live your lives in a way of
responding to external circumstances of an
emotional response such as doubt, or judgement, or
anger, or fear and when you see through all those
responses and you identify the existence as pure
source energy being experienced in different ways,
you are able to pass all of those away from you and
then you are living in the present, knowing that
everything is in its right order and placement. We
see the shift in the energy in you at this time and we
are able to also affirm to you that even in this short
space you have changed, you have been able to
exist and see that you are now freer in many states
than what you had been aware of yourself as,
before you entered into this transmission.
We would now have you observe the many different
smaller stations that are connected into this Earth
Station of Light and these are different command
centres that perhaps you already identify with. They
are all connected into this Station of Light. There is

the greater Councils present here and who meet
here and they in turn bring in reports and
representatives from the smaller stations. In this
centre, you are able to be aware of the different
vessels and Beings who come here for refreshment,
for renewal of aspects of their systems of light that
they in turn distribute to other pockets of
civilisations. We are a multi-dimensional Station.
Some of the pockets of civilisations we refer to are
different timelines to that which you are functioning
in. Some of them may be aspects that you have
functioned in and there is a collective momentum of
upliftment as part of the shift in consciousness.
Everything comes back to being in the present
moment. In the present moment here you are ready
to expand more. Perhaps you have the sense of
being elevated from how I am addressing you now
and you may observe a fully dimensional sphere in
which you would observe Earth present in its
different civilisations and it is all being merged and
integrated into one. There are many fragments of
every time of creation. There are fragments of you
existing in different levels of creation and we want
you to be aware of the wholeness of your Self and
the focus you have in the present moment with your
intention. You could put your intention into your
daily life pattern, so everything you are doing must
be done with some intention, therefore reconsider
the intention you have in everything you do.
This ensures that everything you do is imbued with
the power of the present, the energy of the
realisations of the present and the consciousness of
all, present in the moment. We have through this
process, brought many aspects of you that had
been segmented elsewhere into this present
moment and your body of light here is able to record
the significance of this repatterning. Some of the
fragments had been collecting information and
source codes from the different life patterns. It is all
being brought back into your present light body.
Again, you may feel the sensation of a shift within
you.”
“For a moment, I am Ulea here and I come forward to
give you confirmation of this, while Orem withdraws
and is working with a different segment of Beings

brought into this space, for a different purpose from
that which you have assembled here today and as I
have been called forth to continue this transmission,
then I want you to be aware of my presence. I can
come to you if you identify myself as Ulea as able to
assist you in any way. In particular, I can give you
support in moments when you feel you need emotional
stabilisation and this seems to be prevalent at this
moment because of the many disturbances occurring
around the planet. We do not wish you to be involved
in those. We want you to step back into your alignment
of this that you have received – the alignment with your
core essence of creation and point of origin and all you
have brought forward into your current life pattern to
help the process of stabilising and then uplifting the
Earth energy system.
Most of you would just be concerned with the same
purpose and process for yourself and individuals
known to you and that is entirely what is required of
you if that is your intention and your focus. We bring
this back into you and I now bring you back from this
receiving area of the Station where you have
experienced this expansion, bringing it into your
awareness of your light body which is closely
connected to your physicality. I am helping the process
of you readjusting the energy of this higher light
system into your present physicality and as you do that
adjustment, I withdraw
Ulea out “
This is Lani and I thank you Ulea and I must say that I
saw Ulea put her beautiful hand of light upon everyone
receiving this transmission – a loving, understanding,
empathetic touch, but as well as that it helps you
integrate everything you absorbed in this transmission.
It was like an imprinting, the handprint, imprinting the
energy and information into you. Now you must bring
your intention, your attention and full focus back into
your physical body, the surroundings, the day and
time, being fully aligned again, filled with joy at
everything you have experienced in this.
Thank you for being with me on this journey. You will
have experienced more than what was spoken to you.
Take them into you for your progress and all around
you. Lani
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